A well-known result of Ankeney and Rivlin states that if p(z) is a polynomial of degree n, such that p(z) 0 in [z[ < 1, then maxlz[=R>_l Ip(z)l <_ (---)maxlzl= Ip(z)l. In this paper we 1)rove ,some generalizations and refinements of this result.
(1.2)
The result is best possible with equality only for the polynomial p(z) (A + #z"), I1 I#1.
Although the above result is best possible but still it seems very natural to ask the following questions in connection with the above theorem. Q.2 Since (1.2) becomes equality only for polynomials p(z) A + #z n, Iml I#1, is it possible to obtain a sharper bound in (1.2) if not all the coefficients ai,a:,...,a,_ in the polynomial p(z) '=oaz are zero? More generally, is it possible to obtain a bound in (1.2) which depends as well on some or all the coefficients a, a2,..., a,_, a,?
In an attempt to answer these questions, we prove THEOREM Let p(z) a, 1-I=(z z),an O, be a polynomial of degree n > 2, and let Izl >_ h. >_ 1,1 < v < n. Then
Since for R > 1, (R-l)x is an increasing function of x, the expression Ip'(O)l( R-I nn-___i is always nonnegative. Thus for polynomials of degree greater than 1, our Theorem generalizes and sharpens Theorem B due to Ankeney and Rivlin [2] . (The case when the polynomial p(z) is of degree is uninteresting because then M(P,R) can be calculated trivially). In fact excepting the case when the polynomial p(z) has zeros on Izl and p(0) 0, the bound obtained by our Theorem is always sharper than the bound obtained by Theorem B.
Remark: The statement of our Theorems might suggest that we need to know all the zeros of the polynomial in order to apply our theorem but this is not so. No doubt, the usefulness of the theorem will be heightened if the polynomial is given in terms of its zeros. If in particular, we know that the polynomial p(z) is product of two or more polynomials having zeros in [z[ > K > 1, [z[ > K2 > 1, etc. each of norm < (here Ilpll M(p, 1)) then p(z) would be of norm < 1, and we would have a better estimte for M(p, R) by using our Theorem than one would get from Theorem B.
If the polynomial p(z) has no zeros in Izl < K,K >_ 1, we get from our Theorem, the following In particular, if we take K 1, we get COROLLARY 2 lf p(z) E'=oaz is a polynomial of degree n >_ 2, having no zeros in [z < The resutt is best possible with equality for the polynomial p(z) (A + #z'), I1 I1.
Inequality (1.10) is obviously an improvement over the known result I".1-< M(p, 1) (1.11) and can also be obtained by applying Visscr's inequality [4] to the polynomial p'(z).
LEMMAS
LEMMA 1 If p(z) an I-I'=,(z-z,,),an 0 is a polyaomial of degree n, lz', > It'', > .fo; < t < then Here and elsewhe,,e M(p', 1) sta,ds for maXll= Ii,(z)l. In (2.1), eq,,ality holds for the poly,omial l)(z) (z + l()n,l 1.
Above result is due to Govil and Labelle [5] . The proof of (1.4) follows on the same lines as the proof of (1.3) but instead of Lemma 3 the corresponding result for polynomials of degree 2, which is Ip'(Re')l < R{1-(K1-1)(K2-1) (KK2-1) }M(v, 1)-(R-1)lp'(0)l.
We omit the details.
